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Synopsis

Are you desiring a more powerful and successful prayer life? Would you like to see more results? God intended you to have victory. So why do your prayers seem to go unanswered? Could it be that a key element of praying powerfully is being left out altogether? Discover the one thing the enemy doesn’t want you to know that can make all the difference! In this practical and easy-to-use book, Carla Butaud and Sheila Zilinsky lay out a powerful blueprint for real results! By engaging in warfare against your adversary, the devil, you can step into that powerful place of authority in the spirit realm and begin to experience the outcome you’ve been waiting for. No matter what is happening in your world-you have the power to change things. It’s time to step out in power and achieve your breakthrough!
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Customer Reviews

This book is a weapon in the hands of the righteous. Sheila and Carla are a power house for deliverance and shedding light into dark places. I’m anticipating a power shift in my circumstances through prayer and this book is just the weapon I need in these days. Thanks for your dedication to believers and obedience to God’s calling.

Wow, wow, wow!!! Thank you Sheila and Carla! At first I was surprised by the book’s size. For the price, I expected an average hard-backed book. However, I leafed through the little booklet and discovered it’s a TREASURE! Small enough to keep in my purse, but practical, powerful prayers organized by topic! And an invitation to receive Jesus as the last chapter. This way I can help those who are ready to receive this gift by praying with them. Definitely a 5-star book!
wow!!! this book is awesome. You have to experience it your self to believe it. The book is real and prayers works, just have to believe it. I am.... Thank you Sheila and Carla for a wonderful book. God bless you for this gift.

A must have book in the spirit filled believers warfare arsenal! I have been a long time follower of both Sheila and Carla. Both incredible women of God. I thank you ladies for helping to better equip the saints and thank you God for flowing through them! Praise God!

Stunningly great book of hand to hand combat prayers. Chapter 33 on the curse of the bastardhas already freed me. This book is the Christian's toolbox for victory over stubbornbondages. There is nothing better!!! Thank you Sheila and Carla

The most anticipated book release for the times that we are in today. It is most helpful and direct. Love it.

Agree w the 1 star - the most needed book of our End of Times. Prayer - you may not realize the DIRE situation you really are in - the VIEL on your mind is supernatural and only the Helment of Salvation (Eph 6) w prayer will MAKE YOU FREE!
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